EXECUTIVE
EDUCATION

TALENT HUB FOR SUPPLY CHAIN
Executive Programs
Zaragoza Logistics Center, ZLC is a research and
education center affiliated to the MIT (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology). ZLC’s research programs are
aligned to ZLC’s mission of focusing on enhancing
economic growth and competitiveness through
innovation.
Aragon’s regional university and government, and
industry partners, serve as an exclusive model of
closer cooperation between industry, public
administration and academia in funding research and
using the knowledge transfer accumulated to rapidly
reap commercial rewards.

All training participants
will receive ZLC-MIT
Global SCALE Network
certificate
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“The learning program designed by ZLC has been very practical and
relevant including topics such as transport optimization, network
design and Supply Chain strategy. We have learnt how to apply the
theory in everyday life. It’s great to see how crucial and important
the supply chain of a company is to run its operations successfully.
We’re looking forward to continuing with this collaboration between
Lumis partners and ZLC in the near future”.
Lumis Partners Company

CUSTOM vs. OPEN
ENROLLMENT
Open Programs
Our open programs, taught by ZLC faculty team and our allied
industry experts, are design for supply chain executives worldwide,
providing them relevant and innovative topics with flexible learning
options, and networking opportunities.

an open
program

Choose from our
portfolio and join one
of our internationally
renowned training
programs

These short open courses are ideal for those supply chain leaders
facing new challenges, seeking a new role or looking for new and
innovative knowledge.
For details on all of our upcoming open courses, please visit
www.zlc.edu.es/executive-education/

Custom programs
ZLC organizes on- site or online customized Executive Education
courses with companies and organizations, helping them to strengthen their skills in specific areas of Logistics and Supply Chain
Management, and focusing on the maximum applicability on every
session.
We ensure success in our programs by addressing companies’
supply chain challenges through innovative frameworks and advanced learning methodologies: simulations, case studies, discussion
panels, lectures, and academic projects are used to help bring
academic learning into real life.

a custom
training
program

We co-create
tailor-made programs
that best meet your
company challenges
and fit your team

Our portfolio of executive courses means to develop integral
leaders with high Supply chain knowledge, in an environment
designed for interaction and experiential learning.

Clients

Some of the participating companies in ZLC Executive Education Programs:

Academia General Logística

CUSTOM PROGRAMS
ZLC brings tailor-made education solutions uniquely customized to suit each company’s challenges and teams.
This flexibility allows us to work closely with clients to design practical sessions, aligning best practices with course
expectations.
Our programs are delivered worldwide, in different languages, by our faculty team or associate industry experts,
taking into account that every topic and level should be taught in a way appropriate to the market and company
needs.

1

Initial
Assessment

An initial meeting is held in order to assess the specific needs
and desired outcome of the program. The final goals of the
Executive course must be aligned to ensure the quality of the
training.
ZLC submits a proposal to meet customer’s stated objectives,
with the program structure, fees and payment terms. Upon
approval of the proposal, some interviews between company
executives and faculties may be conducted to understand in
depth the challenges that the customer is facing and define the
perfect alignment of the course content.

2

Proposal

3

Delivery

4

Feedback &
Evaluation

The program may be delivered online, at ZLC facilities or in
company by ZLC faculty with prestigious recognition at
international level.

Feedback from participants, stakeholders and faculty is
requested both during and following the program to assure
quality, fulfilment of expectations and continuous improvement.
Certification is due after the completion of the course.

PROPOSAL
Mix and match to
formulate a
customized program
for your company.
Choose some or all of
the ingredients to
create your own
recipe for success.

Company
Tours
Language

Main Topics
Inventory Management
Demand Supply Optimization
Digitalization

Supply Chain & Finance

Network Design

CUSTOMIZE
YOUR
PROGRAM

Type of
session

Sustainability

Compliance in Logistics
Timing

Location

ALL TOPICS
• Advanced Inventory Management

• Distribution and Transportation Management

• Demand Planning

• Urban Logistics

• S&OP (Sales and Operations Planning)

• Supply Chain Network Design

• Warehouse Management
• Production Planning & Scheduling
• Last trends in SC Research and Innovation
• Digital Transformation
• Smart Logistics
• Big data / Data analytics
• Sustainability

• Collaboration in Supply Chain
• Suppliers and Purchasing
• Risk and Resilience
• Outsourcing / Contracts Management
• Supply Chain Strategy
• Supply Chain Visibility

• Retail Supply Chain

• Team Management

• Ecommerce and Omnichannel

• Project Management for Supply Chain

• Lean management, operational excellence

• Supply Chain Finance

• Manufacturing Logistics

FACULTY AND INDUSTRY EXPERTS
ZLC Executive Education programs are led by our full-time faculty team in addition to
other associate professors and industry experts who have been chosen for both their
expertise and proven ability to teach senior executives.
You can consult our faculty team at:
www.zlc.edu.es/faculty-and-researchers/

Design your program
with us!
Contact Executive Education Department

execed@zlc.edu.es
+34 976 019 268
WWW.ZLC.EDU.ES

ZLC has the continued support of:

